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                    SimaPro Share                

            
                            
                    With SimaPro Share you can make decisions based on facts. This online SimaPro module empowers LCA experts to create and share product scenarios with colleagues, clients, or other stakeholders. Non-LCA experts can then view and compare these scenarios, and experience the impact of their decisions with accessible, tangible results. 

                

            
                            
                    

    Request quote
                    

    Watch demo                
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                Why choose SimaPro Share?            

        
                    
                                    

                                                    
                                More control                            

                        
                                                    
                                

With the user-friendly web interface, business stakeholders can access and adapt scenarios to see how changes can influence results. This clarifies the environmental impacts of each decision. With SimaPro Share, LCA results are no longer a source of confusion, but of fact-based insights and change.





                            

                        
                    

                                    

                                                    
                                Increased efficiency                            

                        
                                                    
                                

SimaPro Share reduces workload, saves you time, and improves collaboration among departments. The tool provides real-time information and removes the need for back-and-forth reports and custom Excel tools. Everything is accessible in one web-based platform.





                            

                        
                    

                                    

                                                    
                                Robust and reliable                            

                        
                                                    
                                


The scenarios in SimaPro Share are based on the methodological choices of LCA experts, so they remain reliable even if the business user tweaks them. With this solid basis in fact-based LCA, the tool can really help your company make more sustainable decisions.
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                        Experience the full potential                    

                
                                    
                        With SimaPro Share you can:

	Import models from SimaPro desktop to SimaPro Share*
	Create hotspot analyses*
	Share results with non-SimaPro users*
	Build scenarios
	Calculate and analyze impact assessment
	View, adapt and compare ready-made scenarios
	Carry out contribution analysis


Expert access to SimaPro Share is included in the SimaPro Power, Expert, and PhD subscription plans. Business stakeholders who will view, adapt and compare scenarios need to have a Business user license. Business user licenses can be purchased separately.

                    

                
                                    
                        *Available for Power, Expert and PhD users                    

                
                                    
                        

    See all plans
                                            

                            

        

    



    
        
            
                
                
            

            
                
                
            
        


        
            
                                    
                                                    
                                
Now, we have one tool which we can use for multiple applications and to show the relevance of our results to different departments.

                            
                        
                        
                                                    
                                Researcher Environmental Impact Assessment at Dairy Industry Multinational                            
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